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County offers discount prescriptions
Meaghan Block
contributing writer

Stearns County has started a free discount card program for residents to help
them pay for the high cost of
prescriptions.
Stearns County is offering this program along with
the National Association of
County’s (NACo). They offer an average of a 22 percent discount on common
prescriptions.

The card is free to all
residents of Stearns County,
regardless of income, age or
existing health coverage.
With the discount card
whole families are covered.
Users present it when
they pick up their prescription at a participating pharmacy and no questions are
asked.
“Using the NACo prescription card is easy. Simply
present it at a participating
pharmacy anytime a pre-

FOR MORE INFORMATION
A full list of pharmacies in Stearns County that accept
the dicount prescription card can be found at www.
co.stearns.mn.us/981.htm#locations or users can call
1-877-2652.

scription drug is purchased,”
George Rindelaub, a county
administrator said. “There
is no enrollment form, no
membership fee and no restrictions or limits on fre-

quency of use. Cardholders
and their members may use
the card any time their prescriptions are not covered by
their insurance.”
Free pharmacy discount

cards are offered at City
Hall, the library, hospitals
and health clinics. Cards are
also available in locations
such as the Whitney Senior
Center, Tri-CAP, Workforce
Center, Catholic Charities,
Lutheran Social Service,
Salvation Army, Place of
Hope, Housing Coalition
and Stearns County Government Offices.
Approximately 35 pharmacies in Stearns County
will be participating in the

A series of deaths
along Interstates
94 and 90 have led
an SCSU professor
to investigate the
cases.

Deanna DiMarco
contributing writer

•See Employee/ Page 4
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Professor
probes
murders

Student
named
employee
of the year

Patrick Brama, a senior
at SCSU, has been named
SCSU’s Student Employee
of the Year.
Brama, three runners-up
and 13 other nominees were
recognized at an awards ceremony April 8.
“I did not expect to win
at all,” Brama said.
This honor is awarded
the first week of April each
year as a part of National
Student Employment Week,
which fell on April 12 to the
15 this year.
In order to qualify for the
award, students must be employed through SCSU and
be on university payroll. Students are nominated for the
award by their supervisors.
SCSU’s Career Services
Center, Student Employment Services and Office of
Scholarships and Financial
Aid sponsor the program and
put together the selection
committee that chooses the
winner from the nominees.
As the Student Employee
of the Year, Brama was given
a certificate of acknowledgement, a plaque and a $50 gift
card to the campus bookstore.
He has worked at the
Miller Center since 2005 in
the circulation department
and is currently a desk lead.
Megan Ballengee, circulation supervisor in the Miller
Center, nominated Brama.
Ballengee explained qualities of Brama in her nomination letter.
“Pat is always early to
work, stays late and is often
seen helping out at the desk
between classes and when he
is not clocked in for a shift.
While interacting with his
co-workers his good natured
attitude makes everyone feel
welcome and comfortable.
Anytime a supervisor, coworker or patron needs help
with anything Pat is there to
offer his time and support,”
Ballengee said. “Pat’s positive attitude and work ethic
has been used as a standard
when comparing desk lead
candidates to be hired.”
Tomi Kirckof, elementary education senior, is
the first runner-up. She was
nominated by Debra Carlson
of the Lindgren Child Care
Center.

program including locations
such as Target, Cub foods,
Wal-Mart and Cashwise.
A full list of locations
can be found online at http://
www.co.stearns.mn.us/981.
htm#locations or the public
can call 1-877-2652 to find
locations in their specific
area.
With the NACo card,
customers will always receive the

Marli Stewart
staff writer

He said it cannot be reversed
when people feel too comfortable.
He has once experienced
a situation where he had to
report an alcohol case even
though the person involved
in it was a friend of his.
Being a CA has also
helped him become more
social and he said he “feels
more at home in a multicultural environment” and that
at times he “does not feel
like a minority.”

If you are a white male
between the ages of 17 and
27, attending a major college
or university, have a GPA
above 3.0, are athletic, clean
cut and good looking, some
people think you may be a
target.
There are hundreds of
college-age men who have
mysteriously
disappeared
since 1997.
They vanish from a bar,
their friends lose track of
them and they end up in
a river nearby a few days,
weeks or months later.
These accidents all happen close to Interstate 94 and
Interstate 90, with Minnesota and Wisconsin having the
most victims.
Most of these cases have
been ruled by police as accidental drowning – case
closed.
But when Chris Jenkins
went missing and his body
was found in the Mississippi
river in Minneapolis, the investigation took a new turn.
Jenkins’ death was ruled as a
homicide.
He was abducted, driven
around in a cargo van and
tortured, then placed in the
Mississippi river.
Retired New York detectives, Kevin Gannon and
Anthony Duarte, have been
investigating the cases and
believe they are connected.
They have teamed up
with SCSU professor Lee
Gilbertson to find answers to
the many questions that the
families of the victims are
left with.
Gilbertson did an exhaustive examination of the cases
after SCSU student Scot
Radel went missing in 2005.
He looks at time and space,
as well as crime mapping
to find connections between
the victims and patterns in
the data.
Two of Gilbertson’s students, Amanda Pressenger
and Jessica Claeys, found
many mysterious similarities
between the victims and the
cases themselves, leading

•See CA advice/ Page 4

•See Smiley cases/ Page 3

Blake weld/asst. visuals editor

Last Saturday in the Atwood Ballroom The JP Network hosted Japan Night, the theme for this year’s celebration was the Edo period.

Japanese culture embraced
Jun-Kai Teoh
staff writer

FAST FACTS

The JP Network hosted Japan Night
Saturday evening in the Atwood Ballroom. It is the first time Japan Night took
place in the ballroom.
The theme for this year’s Japan Night
was the Edo period; it is also known as
the time period where the samurai existed and the period where Japan secluded
itself from the world to protect itself
from outside influences.
James Cusack, president of the JP
Network, said the preparations for the
night began as early as November 2008
and they took the advantage of the large
size of the Atwood Ballroom to include
more events in which the audience could
take part.

*The JP Network is a social networking group that teaches its
members the cultures of both Japan
and America.
*They meet every Thursday at 5
p.m. in the Granite room in Atwood.
Japan Night has usually been held in
the Cascade room in Atwood and Cusack
said they have always had the problem
where they had to “kick people out.” This
time they had close to 500 attendees.
Lined up at the side of the hall were
booths that had games, taught Origami
and even a corner where Japanese cul-

ture related items such as silk scarves
and paintings were up for auction.
The events for the night included
a two piece piano recital by Stephen
Fuller, one of which is the Japanese folk
song “Sakura,” which is also the name of
Japanese cherry blossoms.
Olinca Manarinjara, an accounting
major from Madagascar, said he enjoyed
the music.
Other musical performances that
were a part of Japan Night were four different Japanese drum music and a song
performance of the popular song known
as “Sukiyaki” by two transfer students
from the Akita International University, Misato Chubachi and Kashie Saori
Kashiwase.

•See Japan night/ Page 4

Community adviser a resource
for transitioning students
Jun-Kai Teoh
staff writer

The transition from high
school to college life is not
always easy and conflicts
may arise due to misunderstandings that happen in a
dormitory. This is where a
community adviser (CA)
steps in.
Benjamin Brownell is
a junior at SCSU and a CA
in Lawrence Hall. He is currently pursuing a degree in
business management.
Brownell said business
management has always

been his passion and his
dream is to work for a Fortune 500 company.
He decided that being a
CA would look good on his
resume. He said companies
will look for people with
“hands on experience for crisis management.”
He was also tired of his
previous experiences with
his roommate. He said both
he and his roommate did not
get along with each other
and conflicts would arise.
“It’s helping other freshmen make the transition
from high school to college

Professor investigates cases

Page 3

life,” Brownell said when he
described the role of a CA.
“It’s being a role model.”
But being a CA is not
easy either.
“You cannot satisfy everybody,” Brownell said.
“Sometimes consensus is the
worst.”
He has also faced situations where some people use
language that offends people
of other races or ethnicities.
Another thing he stressed
is that as a CA he must carefully “maintain the line between being a community
adviser and being friends.”

Armadillos honor British rock

Gilbertson joins
retired detectives to investigate what has
been called the
smiley-faced
murder cases.

Page 8

www.universitychronicle.com

The Fabulous
Armadillos
performed a
tribute to British
rock from the
1960s-80s.

Losing streak falls to eight

Page 12

Two losses to
ninth-ranked
Winona State
drop SCSU
softball to
5-9 in the
NSIC.

2

Bulletins
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Local

“Tea Party” held at public library

ST. CLOUD, Minn. –– The Central Minnesota Tea Partiers rallied outside the St. Cloud Public Library Wednesday at noon.
As many as 500 people gathered west of the library parking lot. The protesters addressed the issues of taxes, bailouts and spending, abortion, immigration, gay marriage, and the United Nations.
The “Tea Party” was then moved to Minnesota Highway 23 to provoke
motorists to sound their horns.
The “Tea Party” was one of 16 taking place in Minnesota on Tax Day
2009.
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Grassfire burns Shakopee grassland

SHAKOPEE, Minn. –– Police and fire agencies are fighting a grassfire
burning along a 4-5 mile stretch of land near Minnesota Highway 169 in
Shakopee.
According to the Scott County Sheriff’s Department, the fire started
around 12:30 this afternoon between County Road 18 and County Road
33. Fire Departments from Shakopee, Savage, Prior Lake, Chaska, Jordan
and Chanhassen have reported to the area. The DNR is also at the scene.
No evacuations have been ordered to area residents.

1

Nation

3

Captain’s rescue may escalate violence

5

WASHINGTON, D.C. –– The head of U.S. Naval Forces Central
Command warned that the successful rescue of an American captain held
by Somali pirates may escalate violence in the area.
Navy SEALs killed three or four pirates who had been holding Capt.
Richard Phillips in a lifeboat. All were shot by snipers aboard the USS
Bainbridge.
Navy Vice Admiral Bill Gortney said at a news conference Sunday
that the rescue ending in the pirates’ deaths will likely have a ripple effect. Prior to the kidnapping of Phillips, crews operating off the coast of
Somalia have remained unharmed.

2

World

Iranian scientists clone goat
ISFAHAN, Iran –– Iranian scientists have cloned a goat and plan future
experiments they hope will lead to a treatment for stroke patients, a research
leader announced Wednesday. The female goat was born early Wednesday in
the central Iranian city of Isfahan. Dr. Mohammed Hossein Nasr e Ishfahani,
head of the Royan Research Institute, said the goat has been named Hana.
Ishfahani said Iran is among five countries in the world who have cloned
a goat. Iran became the first country in the middle east to announce it had
cloned a sheep in 2006. Ishfahani said the cloning of animals could lead to
advances in medical research.

1. (4/13/09) Damage to property (personal vehicle), J-Lot
2. (4/13/09) Motor vehicle accident (hit and run), K-Lot
3. (4/13/09) Theft (personal electronics), Shoemaker Hall
4. (4/13/09) Damage to property (state gate arm), L-Lot
5. (4/14/09) Theft (personal bicycle), Halenbeck Hall

Chronicle Online Poll

Weird news

Have you enrolled in summer classes?

Postcard arrives in Ohio 47 years late
HUDSON, Ohio –– A woman’s “Greetings from Montana” postcard finally
arrived in northeastern Ohio after 47 years. Insurance agent Dave Conn opened
his mailbox in Hudson to find the postcard sent from Helena, Mont., in 1962.
The postcard was sent to Marion White, a resident who had previously rented
the mailbox. White passed away in 1988. The writer signed the postcard “Fran”
and mentioned having “a marvelous time in Montana.”
U.S. Postal Service spokesman Victor Dubina said the card may have been
stuck behind equipment.

aYes
aNo
aMaybe later

Vote at www.universitychronicle.com
Last week’s question:
Are classes finally winding down?

This day in history
Interesting events from the past

–– 0556

Pelagius I begins his reign as Catholic Pope

–– 1446

Architect Filippo Brunelleschi dies

–– 1509

The French army, under Louis XII, enter the 		
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with confederate states
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Babe Ruth dies

Local weather forecast
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Mostly Cloudy

Chance Rain Showers

High: 66 °F
Low: 43 °F

High: 66 °F
Low: 42 °F

Chance Rain Showers
High: 55 °F
Low: 36 °F

Sunday

Partly Cloudy
High: 49 °F
Low: 29 °F
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Smiley cases
Continued from Page 1
Gilbertson to believe these
were coordinated attacks on
precise, set and prescribed dates
– attacks on victims that fit a
distinct profile.
“Because of the way the
dates fall out, we believe that
these cases are involved with a
group of 200 or so individuals
who have the same ideology
and are planning these ‘murders,’” Gilbertson said.
Currently, Gannon, Duarte
and Gilbertson are working on
this investigation.
Why are the police not getting involved? The cases spread
across 10 of the northern United
States. Local police departments do not have the jurisdiction to investigate murders outside their local area.
“With a local police perspective, there’s really nothing
within our jurisdiction that has
our level of suspicion, there’s
different facts online and some
people believe that this wasn’t
just an accident.
I think that any story like
this is going to get some media
attention, and people are going
to wonder,” said Sergeant Martin Fayre, public information
officer.
Gannon, Duarte and Gilbertson are the only investigators
who have gone to all the crime
scenes and looked at the big picture.
There are two rational explanations for what is happening to these college students.
The first is that these men
are drinking too much and end
up, accidently, in the river. The
second is that they drink too
much and someone abducts
them.
“We want to get the word
out and warn people,” Gilbertson said.
The evidence that leads Gilbertson to believe these were
murders is a map of where the
evidence is found compared to
the path the victim actually took
and the destination the victim
was headed for.
In many cases, the victim
was going home or to another
party or bar.
“The evidence is not leading in the same direction that
the body was found and often
times, the path of where the victim was supposed to be heading
hardly matches up with the path
the body was found in,” Gilbertson said.

The professor can also predict when the next victim will
go missing with pretty good accuracy and he can generally get
the region it’s going to happen
in, but he can’t predict the city.
Most of the cases happen
during the school year, between
the months of August and May,
during peak drinking hours on
weekends between Thursday
night and Sunday night.
He also has made a chronological map of the cities these
accidents happen in, which
shows a pattern that repeats itself twice along I-94.
“It’s frustrating because I
know someone is going to die
and there’s nothing I can do
about it,” Gilbertson said.
After a body is found in the
river, investigators try to find
out where the body entered the
river.
In most cases, where the
body entered the river is where
Gannon and Duarte have found
graffiti, the most common symbol, smiley faces.
“The ideology is coming
from the graffiti, which are symbols that most people wouldn’t
recognize. It’s that unique and
that bizarre. It’s not gang graffiti,” Gilbertson said.
For now, the investigators
are working to prove the cases
were homicide, then look at the
murders and look at patterns in
the data.
So far they have 12 solid
cases with all the evidence and
autopsies but the murders are
still in clusters, and they have
to go back and investigate those
clusters to find out what it is
about the victims that this group
is going after.
There are still many gaps in
their investigation that the detectives and professor Gilbertson are trying to work through,
but they lack the man power and
funds to be able to work diligently on this case.
They have requested help
from the FBI but were told there
was not enough evidence to
prove foul play.
“Scot’s case was ruled as
an accident because there was
nothing to lead the police to believe that it was nothing more
than a tragic accident,” Fayre
said. “We deal with quite a few
incidents where people end up
in the river. We rewarded cops
a few months ago for someone
that wandered into the river,

Marli stewart/staff Photographer

SCSU professor Lee Gilbertson displays his research.
Most victims are
*Caucasian Males between the ages of 17 and 27.
*College students attending major universities
*Have GPAs specifically above 3.0
*Athletic or star athletes on different sports teams
*Clean cut and good looking
*About 170 pounds, or average weight.
*About 70 inches tall
*Have strong opinions about spiritual matters and prosocial
topics.

marli stewart/staff Photographer

they went in there with a life
vest and a rope and that person
would have died also.”
“In that case we knew the
circumstances, because the person survived. And it involved
alcohol. The person was having
suicidal thoughts.”
When a body ends up in the
river, there is always an autopsy
performed.

The problem is that the
body is found in the water and
the current and water temperature determines where the body
is going to end up and erases
most of the evidence. With ice,
it’s even more difficult.
The police department did
not have any comment on the
national investigation that Gannon, Gilbertson and Duarte are

Smiley-faced graffiti was found by the crime scene
of each incident.
working on.
There are many Web sites
that offer information about
these cases.
Gannon, Duarte and Gilbertson’s Web site is www.
nationwideinvestigations.us,
where users can blog or contact

the investigators and see videos
of the detectives and Gilbertson
in the media.
Other Web sites are footprintsattheriversedge.blogspot.
com and www.vanceholmes.
com/court/trial_missing_2.
html.
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Japan night
Continued from Page 1

Blake weld/asst. visuals editor

Jonathan Jesberg used his calligraphy skills at Japan Night to write people’s
names in Japanese.

As the theme for the night
was the Edo period, a short
presentation on the history
and culture of the period was
also presented.
There was also a short
fashion show of traditional
Japanese wear, high school
uniforms and even their ceremonial wear.
Japanese food was served
during the event as well. One
of the dishes is called the
“Okonomiyaki,” which is a
type of pancake that can be
prepared in many ways, depending on the chef.
All the food for Japan
Night was prepared by a
group of student volunteers
and a Japanese lecturer.
They had the food served
in a buffet-style manner at
three different areas of the
ballroom. Manarinjara said
the food “wasn’t that great”

and when food was being
served “it was chaotic.”
Short sketches were used
to introduce every event by
three performers and most
of them involved a student
dressed up as a Samurai.
However, there was only
a single clip-on microphone
and most of the time the other two performers could not
be heard from the back of the
stage.
This left many people
sitting at the back in confusion.
They also had two dance
performances for the night.
The first was the moon dance,
which was performed by six
girls in kimonos (traditional
Japanese female clothing).
The second dance was a
very energetic dance called
the “Yosakoi dance,” which
was performed by a huge

group of dancers. Yosakoi
dance is a modern rendition
of a traditional dance and it
has been gaining popularity
in Japan.
The dance was choreographed by Chubachi, who
also sang a song earlier that
night.
They also had an Aikido
demonstration by the Aikido club, led by Sensei Jack
Hayes.
“I’m surprised to know
that their (original Aikido
organization, Aikikai) headquarters is in New York,”
Manarinjara said. “This
shows how prevalent the
Japanese culture is around
the world.”
The JP Network is a social networking group that
teaches its members the
cultures of both Japan and
America. They host a large
variety of events including
trips to Japanese restaurants,
Japan Night and even Karaoke nights.
They meet weekly at 5
p.m. every Thursday in the
Granite room in the Atwood
Memorial Center.

Employee

CA advice

Prescriptions

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

Kirckof is in her fourth year
working there and is currently
the director’s assistant and an
assistant teacher.
Kirckof was in disbelief
when she was named first runner-up.
“When I heard the first runner-up was an assistant teacher
I looked around thinking, ‘who
else is an assistant teacher?’ I
had to be nudged to realize it
was me,” Kirckof said.
Kirckof said her work ethic
might be what got her nominated.
“I always try to do my best.
I’d rather work my hardest than
do something fast just to get it
done,” she said.
Justin Maas, a mass communications junior, is the second runner-up. He was nominated by Derrick Silvestri, TV
engineer for the mass communications department. Maas has
worked as an engineer under
Silvestri since last June.
“I was very surprised to be

nominated,” Maas said. He said
hard work could be why he was
nominated.
“I put a lot of time in. I try
my hardest to do my best every
day,” Maas said.
Quincy Nang, bio-chemistry senior, is the third runner-up.
He was nominated by Jennifer
Furan, security coordinator for
Public Safety. Nang, a community sergeant, has worked for
Public Safety for three years.
He has created new, innovative ways to train officers for
the future. Nang credits the dispatch officers he supervises for
his nomination.
“I work with 10 great officers. It’s easy to do a good job
when you have great people to
work with,” Nang said.
The three runners-up received a certificate of acknowledgement and $25 gift card to
the campus bookstore. Photos
are on display in Atwood Memorial Center of all 17 nominees.

Ashok Tulachan, a coworker of Brownell’s, said
he has never had any problems working with Brownell
and that he is a very friendly
and easygoing person to be
around.
Tulachan said it is important to approach Brownell
and that there is a thin ice
to break with Brownell. He
said, “you can’t just talk to
him.”
On the other hand Ezekiel Zabertini, a resident on
Brownell’s floor, has something different to say about
Brownell. He said Brownell
is “approachable, friendly
and a down to earth person.”
Zabertini has been a long
time resident of Lawrence
Hall and he said Brownell
was much better than either
of the CAs he has had previ-

ously.
He said that Brownell is
“always ready with a smile
and greeting” and has always “made it clear that he’s
available.”
“But there’s not a whole
lot of floor events,” Zabertini
said. “Ben’s not so successful on social events.”
He also said that Brownell
could do better about noise
control at night. He said that
it can sometimes get noisy at
night but he also understands
that Brownell has a “delicate
balance to keep.”
Brownell is also known
for making it a point to
spend time with his floor
mates when he can. He often joins his floor residents
when he sees them in the
Garvey Commons.

lowest retail price.
Sometimes pharmacies
price a particular medication lower than the discount
rate available with the NACo
card; if that occurs, card
holders will still receive the
lower price. Either way, card
holders will always receive
the best price available.
“Stearns
County
is
proud to be participating in
this program with NACo,”
Rindelaub said. “The NACo
prescription discount card
offers significant savings for
the uninsured and underin-

sured residents of our county, and even those fortunate
enough to have prescription
coverage can use the card to
save money on drugs that are
not covered by their health
plan.
There’s no cost to taxpayers for us to make these
money-saving cards available to our residents”
More information you
can be found at the Stearns
County Public Health department at 320-656-6155.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call the Stearns County Public Health department at
320-656-6155.
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Spring and sun bring
the “Bros” out of play
Warning: The
ment is mostly
Jack
recent heat wave
done by asking
Hennes
in central Minnepotential males
sota has prompted
to join their pack
a mass hatching
in a pick-up game
of “bros.”
of (name sport
Bros join up
here).
with the tell-tale
If a male joins
signs of spring;
the game, he will
robins,
green
most likely adgrass, allergies,
just to their manand more recently, Asst. News Editor ner of speaking.
flooding.
Within minutes,
The bros, who
innocent recruits
have been mostmay begin to
ly silent during the winter use the words, “bro,” “bra,”
months, emerged from their and “brosef,” instead of first
nests at about noon Tues- names.
day.
Before long, recruits may
Typical winter nesting also wear the same athletic
habits involve venturing out attire of their pack leaders
to local gyms to exercise or and maybe even join them
work on their tans.
for a Thursday night kegger.
Mostly keeping to themIn fact, Thursday night
selves during this period, is the night to avoid Sixth
bros are not threatening.
and Seventh Avenues of The
Fortunately, these crea- Square, as this is the party
tures have built up their tans hot spot for bros.
during the nesting period,
They often travel the
allowing them to wear ath- sidewalks in packs, screamletic shorts and T-shirts with ing and/or shouting in wild
removed sleeves under the enjoyment before resting at
sun’s rays.
an accepting party where
Bros often enjoy athlet- beer pong is offered.
ics a bit more than the rest
The origin of the name
of us.
“bro” is unclear, but some
They can be seen play- say it all started with surfers
ing volleyball, football, and in the 1950s.
Frisbee (more recently FrisSouthern California was,
bee golf) in and around the and still remains as the capigreen areas of campus.
tal of the bro, but the culture
Bros may obstruct the has spread to all areas of the
paths of students as they join nation like wildfire.
each other for rambunctious
Universities offer not
ball-tossing.
only an education, but a large
Students can avoid these population of females. Thus,
creatures by listening to mp3 college campuses have beplayers or talking on a cell come a bro breeding ground
phone. These devices will of binge drinking and Nickprevent one from hearing elback.
the unnecessary shouting,
Even Chad Kroeger will
screams and pleasure grunts agree that typical bros do not
the bros often exclaim while understand the culture they
playing ball sports in public. associate themselves with.
The power button is not This factor has, without a
necessary, however, as these doubt, led to mass criticism
devices act as an excuse to by those who observe these
ignore the bros in the event creatures from afar.
that they ask you to join in
While SCSU awaits a
on the “fun.”
new wave of freshman this
While flying footballs fall, bros will have to wait
and Frisbees are threatening, until late August for what
bro recruitment is by far the they like to call, “fresh
most dangerous. Recruit- meat.”
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.
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‘Octomom’ tries to trademark
name for source of income
As if Nadya Suleman, the infamous mother of
octuplets, hasn’t been receiving enough bad press as
it is, she’s now filing a request with the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office to trademark the term “octomom.”
The unemployed mother of 14 should have
enough on her hands. And if she had 12 more arms,
they’d still be full.
So why would she need to trademark what the
media has been calling her during her initial 15 minutes of fame, followed by the rest of her existence in
infamy?
Apparently for financial support. Suleman, who
previously disapproved of the name, is now seeking
ownership and licensing rights. He lawyer says, “It’s
just a smart thing to do.”
But Suleman hit a road-bump when she discovered that an application to trademark the term had
been filed about a month ago by a Houston-based
novelty company.
Her attorney said there should be no trouble
revoking the request because Suleman has the legal
right to the name.
He also said Suleman has been contacted by
clothing designers and doll manufacturers, so licensing the “octomom” name would provide revenue.
She’s also in talks with producers for a reality TV
show starring the octomom herself.
Whatever happened to taking some personal responsibility for the care of your children, especially
when you have 14 of them?
Selling these kids’ souls to a lousy reality TV
show is just plain poor parenting.
Suleman clearly has no real plan of action for the
care of her children, relying solely on commercialization of her irresponsibility. And you thought the
Jackson Five turned out bad?

Columnists Still Needed!
Use your voice on any issue you choose!
E-mail: crpa0601@stcloudstate.edu
or
doan0302@stcloudstate.edu

Franken wins election again,
Coleman to appeal again
Norm Coleman, you lost
the election. Twice.
It’s time to move on and
let the people of Minnesota
and the U.S. Senate have
their elected lawmaker.
It’s been 24 long weeks
since the election now, and Al
Franken still has more votes
than incumbent Coleman.
In fact, Franken’s previous lead of 225 votes that was
then contested in court by the
pouty conservative Coleman,
Franken has expanded his
lead to 312.
Does Coleman somehow
magically expect the widening gap to close with another
lawsuit and yet another recount?
If he were to pull a rabbit
out of the hat, does he think
the people actually be happy
to have a system-stalling,
stubborn baby as their Senator again?
Well, Coleman doesn’t
seem to care. All he wants is
victory, because — let’s face
it — the man has no future
career in politics.
Since he’s not quite a millionaire and is burning all of
his bridges by prolonging an
already dreadfully long election, the man doesn’t have
many options.
If worse comes to worst,
he could always call his
newly retired pal, George
W. Bush up and co-author a
book. I can see the title now:
“Stealing Elections: Memoirs
of Two Crooked Politicians”.
Regardless of his future
plans, which certainly don’t
involve any government
work, what he is doing now
is flat-out wrong. I’d say the
same thing if it was the other
way around.
Minnesota voters want to
see their voices put to work.
They want their elected official doing actual work; pushing legislation for the needs

of the people, creating crucial programs for health care
reform and a new-energy
economy instead of spending
months in court and upholding the progress Congress
should be making.
Andy
Downs

Opinions Editor

But we, the voters, won’t
see any of that progress anytime soon.
Coleman vows to pursue
this futile challenge even
further to the state Supreme
Court, dragging it out for
several more months, or even
well into a year.
But it’s not all Coleman.
The Republican Party ventriloquist act enjoys tugging the
strings of their poor politician
puppets.
In 2002, both Coleman and now-Governer Tim
Pawlenty were both vying for
the Senate seat in Minnesota.
Puppeteers like Karl Rove
and other GOP masterminds
do the choosing whenever
there’s an opening.
So Coleman isn’t totally
to blame for his undoing. The
schemers are pushing his way
through this whole mess so
the Democrats don’t get the
59th vote in the Senate.
Former Minnesota Republican Senator David Durenberger said with that sort
of Washington power being exercised, someone like
Coleman, who isn’t rich,

“can’t make practical decisions — you can’t make your
own decisions.”
Maybe Coleman doesn’t
see what’s going on here;
maybe he’s unknowingly being led on by his party.
That’s the only explanation I can think of, because
who in their right mind would
destroy their reputation and
potential future in politics
knowing by burning whatever respect you have left from
your state?
Is he even at the right legal hearings? Does he live in
opposite world?
The three-judge panel decided Franken won the election, fair and square.
Coleman lost the election,
the recount and a legal challenge, yet he wants to drag
this thing out until 2010?
If Coleman isn’t oblivious
or having his chain tugged
around by party leaders, then
he’s just a downright evil
politician, beset on preventing progress in a time when
we need it most.
Because we can’t have
a Senator until an election
certificate is signed, and that
isn’t possible while an undecided election is still in the
state’s court system.
And say several months
from now, when Coleman
is finally slapped in the face
with a big piece of paper that
reads, “YOU LOST!” it still
might not be over.
Republican party pal,
Gov. Tim Pawlenty has to
sign the election certificate in
order for it to be official, and
he is nowhere near ready to
do such a thing.
Isn’t it time we finished
this thing up?
Minnesota wants two
senators. We’ve elected them
both, so let’s have them already.

Quote of the Day:

“T

he sooner I can get to work, the better.”
Senator-elect Al Franken
April 13, 2009

Letters to the Chronicle
Bachmann visit to
SCSU unpublicized
I am writing in response
to Monday’s article about
Michele Bachmann’s visit to
SCSU.
I found it odd that her
visit was never publicized
anywhere around campus,
neither in the paper or by
UTVS.
The crowd that gathered
at the meeting was in fact an
older crowd, which may be
because it was never advertised on campus.
To address why the questions were asked the way
they were, I had personally
asked the person who was
taking the cards why it was
done in such a manner.

He said he was not affiliated with Michele Bachmann and it was being done
because there were so many
people.
I must also add to how
rude some of the students
protesting were.
I have no problem coming to ask questions if you
don’t agree, but shouting out
and holding signs that block
people’s view after being
asked not to several times
was wrong.
The questions did in fact
address the questions that
were asked but the reason
why some may think they
weren’t answered was because they are deaf to anything that they do not agree
with.

When Horner had asked
a group of protesters that
were demanding “green
jobs” what exactly a “green
job” was, nobody could give
a sound answer.
This illustrates how
brainwashed people are in
which they cannot answer
a very simplistic question
about what they are protesting for.
In the years to come,
people will look back and
ask, “What has happened to
the country that stood for the
people?”
Andrew Meyer
Third-year student
Biochemistry major

Have an Opinion? Three Ways to Get Your Letters Published..................
M ail

Letters to the Editor
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301

E-M ail

crpa0601@stcloudstate.edu

W eb

http://www.universitychronicle.com

We welcome your responses to topics of current
debate or interest. Submissions must include the
writer’s full name, telephone number and signature, along with either the home address or major
and year.
We typically don’t publish product or performance
endorsements, libelous statements or submissions
containing factual errors.
Questions/comments? Call (320) 308 - 4086
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Pirates good
on screen,
bad in sea

Anything pirate related has
always been something close
to my heart.
I am in love
with the “Pirates of the Caribbean” movies. Also “Blue
Crush,” YouMadalyn Tube videos of
Johnson shark attacks...
the works.
However
when you think “pirates,”
you usually think, oh, I don’t
know, centuries ago?
Which is why I’m absolutely astounded by these Somali pirates basically opening
up Pandora’s box around the
Horn of Africa.
Isn’t it a little ridiculous
that they need to take it to this
level of open-sea violence?
With 111 ships attacked in
the region, 42 of them hijacked
and 815 hostages taken, isn’t it
time we tried a little harder to
end this?
But piracy isn’t just happening in and around Africa; it
can be things as small as pirating music to as large as smuggling drugs in the Caribbean.
All of these problems derive from, yes, the original
scallywags that once ran our
seaways back in the day.
So props to them for bringing great films to Hollywood,
then home to our DVD players.
But really, it’s the 21st century now. Let’s try and keep it
G-rated.

Elderly porn
star makes
sex ageless

Ever dreamt of switching
jobs or thought about changing your major?
Shigeo
Tokuda, wanting “something
d i f f e r e n t ,”
turned his fantasy of starting
Ashlee a new career
Dent
into a reality.
Now he’s
making other
people’s fantasies come true
as well. At age 74, he is Japan’s oldest porn star.
Since quitting his job as
a travel agent 15 years ago,
Tokuda has starred in over
300 erotic films marketed for
the elderly. Such videos aim to
debunk the stereotype of sexless senior citizens, sporting
taglines such as “Lust is Medicine” and “Don’t Be Ashamed
of Getting Old!”
With 30 million people
ages 65 or older, Japan’s population is becoming increasingly open to this unique niche
in their entertainment industry.
In fact, 20 to 30 percent of all
porn sales across Japan is attributed to these elderly films.
I salute Tokuda and all
those working on and watching these movies. The actor’s physical confidence in a
youth-obsessed world is admirable, and adds grace to the
aging process in general.
Elderly porn stars help
demonstrate to the college
crowd that life doesn’t automatically get boring after
ages 30, 40 or 50. The sexual
sparks in relationships don’t
have to die.
For all those turned off by
grandmas and grandpas getting it on, just remember that
someday we may all be wrinkly and gray — and horny as
ever.
Instead of turning into
“creepy old men” or desperate
housewives, why not turn on
our partners with some ageappropriate erotica?
I hope to still be having
great sex in 50 years. Thanks
to Tokuda, that seems more
possible than ever.
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Priest’s classic enters 30s
Thursday
April 16, 2009

Joe Brown
Music Column

30 years later and few
heavy metal album covers
are as metal as a hand clutching a razor blade.
Released on April 14,
1980, metal icons Judas
Priest’s “British Steel” remains as one of the flag-bearing albums of the 1980s.
No small feat with the
slew of great metal albums
released in 1980 like (deep
breath): Motörhead’s “Ace
of Spades,” AC/DC’s “Back
in Black,” Diamond Head’s
“Lightning to the Nations,”
Iron Maiden’s self-titled
album, Black Sabbath’s
“Heaven and Hell,” Saxon’s
“Wheels of Steel” and Ozzy
Osbourne’s “Blizzard of
Ozz.”
“British Steel” still holds
up to today’s metal scene,
as Priest members Rob Halford, K.K. Downing, Glenn
Tipton, Ian Hill and Scott
Travis continue to tour.
This summer, in commemoration of the 30th anniversary of “British Steel,” the
group has two stops in Minnesota: July 3 at the Taste of
Minnesota in St. Paul with
80s metal group Whitesnake
and will be headline day
three of the Moondance Jam in Walker
with Whitesnake, Lita
Ford and the Spin
Doctors.
But
what

has helped “British Steel”
fight off rust to be one of the
most renowned rock albums
of the last 30 years?
Its combination of radiofriendly hooks and uncompromising thrash is an archetype for every metal band
after 1980.
The album’s opening
track, “Rapid Fire,” is just
that – a war on the ears like a
convoy of tanks.
With a panzer attack of
guitars with turret drumming
by then-percussionist Dave
Holland, “Rapid Fire” is a
four-minute unprovoked assault.
Next, the anthem for Judas Priest, “Metal Gods”
brings down the speed without losing the aggression.
The beats by Holland and
bassist Hill are like a march
to battle.
Downing and Tipton
showcase their dueling guitar style in the middle of the
track, while Halford bellows
from the bowels of Hell, up
to sharp wails.
Sticking with anthems,
“Breaking the Law” is the
battle cry
of the
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British Steel is the sixth album by British heavy metal band Judas Priest, released on 14 April 1980. Songs
“Breaking the Law,” “United” and “Living After Midnight” were released as singles.
downtrodden Beavis and hit the speakers in Halford’s song that uses an almost ar- nored.
Butt-head generation.
signature falsetto yelp.
chaic term like carpetbagThe band has become
Priest rakes out another ger?
like an ancient sword- it’s
During the second verse,
Judas Priest’s members clearly aged but is still very
Halford initiates the com- rock anthem based around
mon complaints of an angst- a head banger’s daily regi- may be reaching their 60s, dangerous.
ridden teenager of the men: drinking, fighting and but their importance to the
Thirty years later, and
80s, “So much for f—king with “Living After current American wave of few can match Judas Priest,
heavy metal cannot be ig- the metal gods.
the golden future, Midnight.”
The simple guitar hooks
I cant even start/
I’ve had every have enough oomph behind
promise broken, them, it almost becomes an
there’s anger in animalistic reaction to raise
your fists in the air, shaking
my heart.”
D o w n i n g your head up and down or
and Tipton re- strapping on some steel-toed
sume their six- boots to kick some new-age
stringed dual hippie in the gut.
“The Rage” starts out
in “Grinder”
as
Hal- with a crawling bass line and
ford howls a stalking guitar riff before
about in- Downing and Tipton jump
dependence out with a double-team guiand refusal tar assault.
to be anothThe beauty of the song,
along with the entire album
er drone.
Head bangers is nothing gets overcrowded.
unite on the next track, Every drum roll, every guitar
“United,” as Halford strum and verse feels like it’s
chants the chorus like a in its proper place.
“British Steel” ends with
propaganda chant to disenchanted metal fans. “Steeler,” a tribute to the
Metal is a cult music genre break-neck speedy style that
based on passion: you ei- brought the group their initial success.
ther love it or hate it.
From the initial riff, the
“You Don’t Have to Be
Old to Be Wise” starts with song is in a full sprint, with
a crying guitar sound and a a solo in the middle that is
heart-pounding bass drum reminiscent of Pink Floyd’s
worked into the intro.
“Run Like Hell” on a sixphoto courtesy of flickr.com
Lyrics denouncing the pack of Red Bull.
notion that age equals smarts
Plus, who can’t like a Rob Halford helped invent the metal image.

‘Close Range’ disturbingly fun
Joey LeMay
Game review

STORY LINE

You play as the protagonist; an anti-hero named AJ
who learns his brother has
been kidnapped and is being
held hostage. The only way
for AJ to ever see his brother
again is to shoot defenseless
people in the face point-blank
with a variety of guns.
As the game progresses, we learn more about AJ
through the plot of the game.
And the dialogue between AJ
and the informants on the cell
phone he receives his information from.
AJ loses the woman we
learn he loves, all while dealing with the tragedy that I
can only assume comes from
knowing that your brother has
been kidnapped.

GAMEPLAY

AJ has a steady aim.
However, even if it was drastically flawed, it would not
matter because he is shooting
his victims point-blank in the
face.
Also, when I find the time
to kill on video games, I prefer
they being on a console system such as PS3 or Xbox 360.
“Close Range” is exclusively
for the PC with its access being limited to the Web.
This means I have to adjust to keyboard controls.
Luckily, all you have to do is
hit one button the keyboard:
the ‘space’ bar. Now, I don’t
have the most opposable
thumbs and sometimes graze
the ‘B’ or ‘N’ key, and that
sure is frustrating. But all is

‘Close Range’ at a glance...
ACCESS: www.closerangegame.com
FORMAT: PC/Web
DEVELOPER: The Onion
LEARNING CURVE: 2 seconds to 30 minutes, depending on comfort level at the
keyboard.
REPLAY VALUE: 5/5
PROS:
Catharsis at the keyboard
Really, really violent and gory, if you like
that kind of thing.
CONS:
Game runs intentionally slow in the beginning and will piss the ever-loving hell out of
you.
Will make you legitimately question your
values and sanity.
Human relations professors will say it has
no place in society and desensitizes players
to violence. They will do this by writing a
letter to the editor at the “University Chronicle,” not knowing that this is satire.
not lost because the target,
literally inches from your
face, doesn’t really care what
happens to him. He won’t
fight back and seems incredibly calm, cool and collected.
Bang away at your keyboard
until you shoot him.

ODDS AND ENDS

While I don’t really consider one set of pixels’ excessive violence against another
set of pixels a real form of
art, this game is guaranteed

to spawn a cult following.
Satire news Web site
“The Onion” brought the
game to the public’s attention by running a video segment that portrayed the game
as a full-out release on console systems. The Web sites,
www.closerangegame.com,
offers a “demo,” however, the
“demo” is actually the whole
game.
The game is rated “M”
for “Mature,” but should
probably not be played by
anybody.

photo courtesy of closerangegame.com

“Close Range” is an online game where players get to shoot folks in the face.
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Local artists honor British bands
Ryan Brink
Concert Reviews

The Fabulous Armadillos took over the
Pioneer Place Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday for a special concert called “Across the
Pond: The British are Coming!” It featured
covers all three nights of bands and musicians from our buddies across the Atlantic.
But don’t be fooled by these look-a-likes;
although their covers are as merrily flawless
as the originals, these talented musicians
also hold a striking identical appearance of
another band popular in the St. Cloud music
scene.
Their other band, Slip Twisters, achieves
the same task of beautiful covers, just under
a different name and performs originals as
well.
The only difference is The Armadillos
bring plenty of musical friends and talents
on to the stage to add to the excellent show
for an even more brilliant sound.
The three sold-out nights were filled with
loud and heavy classic rock ‘n’ roll, from The
Beatles to Duran Duran, giving the house
speakers and lights a run for their money.
At times, a full stage of eight musicians
were jamming so hard that the packed crowd
of old subculture lovers were practically
dancing out of there seats. The thought of
chairs and even heads crashing and exploding was a high possibility.
As usual, the band cracked jokes and
made fun of one another in between songs,
making for a fun-filled evening of rock and
laughs for three hours each night.
Some highlight songs consisted of “Oh
Darling” by The Beatles, which was also the
high point for saxophone player Mike Kreitzer, with a beautiful solo on his old vintage
sax.
The crowd was also jumping out of their
seats for the slow and peaceful songs of the
evening like “All the Young Dudes” by Mott
the Hoople and “We’ve Gotta Get Out of this
Place” by The Animals.
But easily the best cover that The Fabulous Armadillos conquered was “Won’t Get
Fooled Again” by The Who.
The entire band took their role as each
member of The Who, with singer, Billy Scherer reenacting a wonderful Robert Daltrey
and the locally loved guitarist Paul Diethelm
pulling off Pete Townshend flawlessly, complete with the windmill arm swing. The only
thing he was missing was the white jumpsuit
and the pyrotechnics.
Also, keyboardist Greg Armstrong
seemed to have had a fun time playing the

synth intro and build up, with the exact sound
that the band used back in the 1960s.
The Pioneer Place also took their light
show to the fullest during this song, with an
impressive collage of colors and moving,
flashing lights that were amazing for such a
small venue.
Moving directly from that song into Led
Zeppelin and thus ending this first set of the
second night. A high achievement on their
part.
At this point some people were wondering why such an epic act was playing at the
small theatre of St. Cloud. At times, the music was so loud and intense it gave the feeling that the crowd was spread across acres
of outdoor lawns with thousands of people
enjoying the ride.
Such arena rock needs to be accessible
for all ears to hear, not just the fortunate souls
who were lucky enough to get a ticket.
The next set began with Diethelm coming
out by himself to sneak in his 15 seconds of
fame.
A recording of “We Will Rock You” by
Queen was playing and the only light in the
house was directly over him.
He shredded the guitar so hard while
the rest of the band quietly got on stage and
geared up for the next set.
Another highlight performance was
“Highway Star” by Deep Purple, as popularized by the game “Rock Band,” which had
recently rediscovered it. The band rocked so
hard and loud, this time people actually were
jumping out of their seats.
And at the end, it resulted in a screaming
frenzy by the audience, like a ravage pack of
animals running through the safari on a mad
dash for prey.
There was an excellent Rolling Stones
cover, “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction” with
another buddy coming on stage, Pat Curto,
dressing almost identical to Mick Jagger.
With skin-tight white bellbottoms and a purple v-neck muscle shirt, he grooved, shook,
sang and moved just like the real Jagger.
Pulling off the act flawlessly, he danced
and kicked his legs up, shook his hips at the
crowd during the choirs and ran off the stage
after the song.
The show ended as beautifully as it began
with a one-song tribute to America, “Young
Americans” by David Bowie.
The crowd slowly left the Pioneer Place
dazed and confused, walking shoulder to
shoulder like a pack of penguins, wondering if they truly did just go back in time, also
wondering what that constant ringing in their
ears was.

Jakob Gilk/ Visuals Editor

Greg “Gary D.” Armstrong jams out a tune from a British band.

Jakob Gilk/ Visuals Editor

The Fabulous Armadillos played a concert featuring British music. The show was called “Across The Pond.”

Jakob Gilk/ Visuals Editor

Paul “Stretch Rocker” Diethelm plays a solo Monday night.

Jakob Gilk/ Visuals Editor

Pat Curto was one of the vocalist that made this show spot on.
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HOUSING

HOUSING

M&M APTS 3 BLOCKS FROM
SCSU. Call Brenda @
320-259-9673

2 BR AVAILABLE NOW
Heat/Water/Garbage/Basic
Cable included
www.nomgmt.com/mp
320-260-3448

TIRED OF THE DORMS?
very affordable
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
close to campus
Free Cable, Parking, Heat,
Water, Garbage
www.nomgmt.com/fv
260-3448
BEACHWOOD 1 BR. APTS
320 7th Ave S. $410-$450.
Heat Incl. 251-1925
OLYMPIC II 525 13TH STREET
3 or 4 bedrooms. Beg. at
$245. 10 or 12 mo leases
651-361-0803
ONE, TWO AND THREE
Bedroom apts, close SCSU,
also studios, large rooms,
decks, call 320-251-8284
UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS. 3
and 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
4 BDRM & 2 BA APT
New remodel avail for Aug.
$225 per person. Basic Cable
included call 320-237-7570
FEBRUARY & MARCH
2 br Apts. $525-$540 includes:
Heat, Water, Garbage,
Basic Cable, and Parking.
www.nomgmt.com/fv
#320-654-8300
4 BR APTS WITH 2
Full Baths avail 6/1/09 $230
per month selectprop.com
320-253-1154
1 BEDS = 445/ MONTH
2 Beds = 600/ month
3 Beds = 840/ month
320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
STUDIOS, ONE TWO AND
Three bedroom apts, close
SCSU 320-251-8284 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com

COZY 2 BEDROOM HOME
Availiable June 1st 630/mo
close to campus, free parking!
call Beth 320-260-3448
ROOMMATES NEEDED
$250 mo. / close to SCSU/ on
Bus and Campus Clipper line.
320-260-3448
FOR RENT NEWLY
Remodeled 5 bedroom house,
1 block from Campus, lots
of Parking, Laundry, Renting
for June, $295 call Mark
612-964-7568
TWO BEDROOM APTS,
Large rooms university, Pkg,
Heat, call 320-251-8284 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com
4 BEDROOM APARTMENT
You bring all 4 people
June & July rent free
call today 320-260-3448
www.nomgmt.com/co
4 BED APTS STARTING AT
$220/ month Heat Water
Cable Garbage all included!
320-229-1919
3 & 4 BDRM APTS FOR
rent website
www.ivyapartments.com
Free Cable,
call 320-259-9673 today
ACROSS FROM HOCKEY
center classic ten or twelve
month lease $285.00 &
$265.00 same for Bridgeview
South come see us for best
prices Dennis Property MGT.
320-333-0500
www.dennisproperty.net
8 BEDROOM HOUSE THREE
blocks from campus. $1400
month plus utilities. Free
Parking, Dishwasher, Washer
and Dryer. 2 baths call Jason
250-0590
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COLLEGIATEVIEW 2 BR.
Apts near hocky center
Nicole 251-1925

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Huge 2 Bedroom. Halenbeck.
$300. June. 320-980-2769

4 BED HOUSES 225/ MONTH
Water. Sewer Garbage paid!
Remodeled!
320-229-1919

EASTBANK APARTMENTS.
3 Bedroom apartments. Heat,
Parking included. 320-259-9434

5,6,7 BEDROOM HOUSES.
Absolutely Huge bedrooms!!
2 kitchens, 2 bathrooms
2 familyrooms central air
conditioning! free new washer
dryer! 3 blocks from campus!!
Free Parking
320-492-1230

NOW RENTING
for 2009-2010 school year
www.nomgmt.com/se
320-654-8300

2 &3 BDR APTS 1/2
blk from library Heat
included security 493-9549

4 BDR APTS 2 FULL BATHS
A/C, D/W security $250-$270
per month 493-9549

MVII TWO AND THREE
Bedroom, Large Rooms,
Decks, Heat paid,
close SCSU, reasonable,
call 320-251-8284

3, 4, 5 BEDROOM
Apartments for rent!!! Prime
location! 2 blocks from
campus! utilites paid for
landlord new carpet! affordable
rent 320-492-1230

STATESIDE APTS. SPACIOUS
4 Bedroom apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. Close,
Quiet. E.P.M. 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com

SINGLE ROOMS WITH
Private bathrooms A/C, utilities
included, kitchen facilities .
Quiet & close to library. 706-6th
Ave. S. 252-9226 after 5 p.m.

NOW RENTING FOR
2009- 2010 school year.
www.nomgmt.com/se
Call Beth 320-260-3448

BUDGET EFFICIENCIES
located in downtown St.Cloud.
Avail now from $294/
month, these units include
heat, water, and electric.
Apartment Finders
320-656-4127
www.maxcelmgmt.com

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT
individual leases, you bring
all 4 people No app. fee and
reduced deposit. Call today
320-260-3448
www.nomgmt.com/co
1, 2,3 AND 4 BR. APTS
available now & 2009-2010
school year. Near SCSU
www.nomgmt.com/se
call Beth 260-3448
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Across from Q-lot.
only $285 per person.
Free Cable! Call Now
Going Fast!
www.nomgmt.com/co
260-3448
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS BY
hocky center call
Rick 291-7002
3 0R 4 BDR APTS 2 FULL
baths Heat included, $250270per month security 2 blks
from library 493-9549

WWW.SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM

4 BD. 2 BATH
now available & for 2009-2010
school year affordable &
close to campus
www.nomgmt.com/ce
call Beth @ 260-3448
STUDENTS HOUSING
Going Fast
call now!
www.nomgmt.com/se
320-654-8300

STUDENT HOUSING
mpmproperties.net
WWW.STCLOUDRENTAL.COM
STUDENT HOUSING UVT’S
255.00 month 320-252-2633
1,2,3 AND 4 BR. APTS.
available now & 2009-2010
school year near SCSU
www.nomgmt.com/se
call Beth 260-3448
4 OR 5 BDR APTS 1 BLK
from campus 2 Full Baths A/C,
D/W heat, paid security 10 or
12 month 493-9549
4BD HOUSE!!! 300 PER RM,
washer dryer, close 241-2667
1 STOP SHOPPING!
Close to SCSU from
single bedrooms to
4 bedroom apartments
Starting at $250
www.nomgmt.com/se
Beth 320-260-3448
806 18TH AVE SOUTH FOUR
Bedroom two bath
two stall garage deck
1300 per month Jason 320290-8932
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS BY
hocky center call
Rick 291-7002

1,2,3 BEDROOM
Apartments now available near
SCSU, on busline paid-Heat,
Water, Garbage.
Free Cable!
call Beth today
260-3448
www.nomgmt.com/mp

HOUSES, HOUSES, HOUSES
6,7,8,9 &10 br. 1-6 blocks
heat and parking incl.
Nicole 251-1925

2 OR 4 BDR APT IN
house 1/2 blk from library heat
included 493-9549

BRIDGEVIEW WEST
three or four bedroom
apartments ten and twelve
month leases starting at
$255.00 per month new
appliances carpet ect.
Dennis Property MGMT 320333-0500
www.dennisproperty.net

2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
campus A/C D/W security 10
or 12 months 493-9549
1 MONTH FREE RENT.
Unique 2 brs avail. now
in east St.Cloud. Includes
in-unit wld, balcony, dw,
and on a busline. Maxcel
Mgmt 320-761-6300
www.maxcelmgmt.com
2 BDR APTS 10 & 12 MONTH
leases Heat included A/C-D/W
securing 493-9549
1 STOP SHOPPING! CLOSE
to SCSU from single
bedrooms to 3 bedroom
apartments starting at $250
www.nomgmt.com/se
Beth 320-260-3448
2 BDRM USTAIRS
Apartment in triplex room for
3 $495/mo Call 320-260-4000
near Campus
ROOM FOR 5, 2 BATHS
walk to class off street parking
laundry incl’d avail June 1st
call 253-1100 or 250-5542

HOUSES FOR RENT AVAIL
6/1/09 selectprop.com
320-253-1154

LARGE 2 BDRM IN 4-PLEX
by Halenbeck hall
call 291-7002
STUDENT HOUSING “09-10”
6/1 and 8/1 houses and apts.
251-1925
LARGE 3 BDRMtownhomes by Halenbeck hall
call Rick 291-7002
SINGLE ROOMS, 1BDR.,
2BDR., 3BDR. apts. Remodeled
house. Laundry 320-253-5340
LARGE 3 BDRMtownhomes by Halenbeck hall
call Rick 291-7002
M&M APTS 3 BLOCKS FROM
SCSU. Call Brenda @
320-259-9673
3,4 OR 5 BDR APTS A/CD/W security 2 full baths heat
included 493-9549

KENT HOUSEING 10 OR 12
month lease 252-5500
6 BEDROOM HOUSE ON
6th ave., large bedrooms,
2 baths, heat paid, D/W,
Laundry, Parking, Clean, Close,
Excel Prop. 251-6005
MPMPROPERTIES.NET
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES.
Heat and electric included.
Clean, quiet. 320-259-9434
BENTONWOOD 1BR. AND
2 Br. Apts SE side.
Busline 5/1, 5/15 & 6/1
Heat/ Parking incl.
Nicole 251-1925
SHARE CLEAN WESTSIDE 4 br
home W/2 Dorky Guys 266-2027
“You may even like us!!”
NOW RENTING
for 2009-2010 School Year
www.nomgmt.com/se
call Beth
320-260-3448
FOR RENT NEWLY
Remodeled 5 bedroom house,
1 block from campus, lots
of Parking, Laundry, renting
for June, Female, call Mark
612-964-7568
MPMPROPERTIES.NET
Houses/Apt’s/Townhomes.
1-6 blocks
Nicole 251-1925
2&3 BR NOW AVAILABLE
Heat/Water/Garbage/Basic
Cable included!
www.nomgmt.com/mp
Call Beth
320-260-3448
NEW LISTING LARGE 2-BED
apt near Halenbeck Hall
Free off st parking,
on site laundry $265
320-251-0029 leave msg

ATTENTION
FREE BUS TO WESTWOOD
Church every Sunday
Leave from Atwood 9:45am
Return 12:15
? 230-6700 or
westwoodstcloud.org
JESUS, ALLAH, SATAN ARE
pretend. Faith is pretending.
Faith based means fictional.
Atheism is true.

EMPLOYMENT
CARETAKER NEEDED
reliable persons to maintain
common areas and grounds.
Must live on site.
FREE RENT
www.nomgmt.com/ct
320-251-7600 ext. 559
PART TIME CLUBHOUSE
attendant/beverage cart.
Angushire Golf Course. Golf
Experience perfered
call 251-9619
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MLB Standings

“I only go to maybe 20
percent of the practices,”
Chard said.
He cites an already hectic
schedule as the cause. However, he still loves the game,
as it seems all who play it
do.
Hickey began playing just
to get out, but after the first
taste could not get enough.
“I was stoked after the
first game,” Hickey said. “It’s

American League

great to meet new people.”
Perhaps the most premiere rugby event in the
state, with so many teams all
on one weekend at the end
of the season, the All Saints
rugby tournament is one of a
kind.
“It will be a good end to
the season for all the seniors
to cap off their four years,
Hickey said. “We’ll have a
good ol’ time.”

East
Baltimore
Toronto
NY Yankees
Tampa Bay
Boston

Detroit
Kansas City
Chicago Sox
Minnesota
Cleveland

PCT
.750
.667
.556
.444
.333

GB
.5
1.5
2.5
3.5

5
5
4
4
2

4
4
4
5
7

.556
.556
.500
.444
.222

.5
1
3

6
4
3
3

2
5
4
5

.750
.444
.429
.375

2.5
2.5
3

W
6
5
4
3
0

L
1
2
3
4
7

PCT GB
.857 .714 1
.571 2
.429 3
.000 6

7
5
4
4
2
1

3
3
3
3
6
6

.700
.625
.571
.571
.250
.143

1
1.5
1.5
4
4.5

6
5
4
3
2

2
3
4
6
5

.750
.625
.500
.333
.286

1
2
3.5
3.5

West
Seattle
Oakland
LA Angels
Texas

Over 40 men’s and women’s rugby teams will travel to
St. Cloud’s Selke Field on Saturday and Sunday. Action
begins at 9 a.m. on Saturday.

Jakob Gilk / Visuals Editor

Mary Casey tosses the ball back to a teammate during rugby practice on
Wednesday at Selke Field.

Softball

Benke

Continued from Page 12

Continued from Page 12
on slumps and streaks so
hopefully we can get out of
this and get our own streak
going.”
The Huskies will look
to get a winning streak going with doubleheaders this
weekend at the University
of Mary on Saturday and
Northern State on Sunday.
“Mary has not had a real
strong season,” U’Ren said.
“So we just have to make
sure to play at our intensity
level and not go down to
theirs.”
The players said they are
due to break out this weekend.
“We are going to pull
together as a team,” Stalker
said. “We got a big series
coming up and we are going to work hard and take it
to Mary and Northern this
weekend.”

L
2
3
4
5
6

Central

All-Saints Tournament Information

The Warriors’ half of the
seventh started with a single
by Halron. She was sacrificed over by Annie Stuedemann and eventually came
around to score on a throwing error by the Huskies’
Sarah Nohrenberg.
The Warriors added another unearned run when
Amanda Wilhelm came
around to score on another
Huskies error, this one by
Stalker.
Krieg threw a complete
game giving up three earned
runs while striking out two.
Stalker was the star at the
plate for the Huskies, finishing the game two for three
with two RBI.
“This is where we have
been for two weeks,” U’Ren
said. “We get to the fifth inning, the sixth or seventh inning and a ball will fall in.
“That’s just the nature of
the game. This game is built

W
6
6
5
4
3

nice.”
With 16 games remaining on the schedule, including a four-game series with
Augustana (7-8 NSIC, 17-15
overall), Benke believes the
key to the rest of the season
will be the Huskies’ pitching staff, whose starting staff
has combined to go 24-2 this
year.
Looking into the future,
Benke is just looking to continue bulking up for the next
three years of his collegiate
career.
“I just need to keep working. Working out in the summer, getting into the weight
room, getting bigger,” he said.
“Getting a lot more playing
time helps too, getting more
at-bats builds confidence.”

The preparation for the 3-for-4 with five RBI. He
season is what has helped capped off the game with a
fuel his success thus far in the two-run homer in the fourth
season, according to Benke.
inning as the Huskies defeat“It’s kind of working out ed the Golden Bears 7-4.
in practice, like in the beginBenke admits that this is
ning of the spring, we had all the first time in his baseball
of our pitchers throwing live career that he has come up
to us,” he said about SCSU’s big in clutch situations.
pitchers, including starters
“It just fits into place, I
Tim Scott, Pat DeLaHunt and guess. In high school, I could
David Deminsky.
never get into those situa“That helps a lot, they are tions and get that big hit,” he
probably some of the best said. “If you get that big hit,
pitchers in the conference and it’s really exciting for me and
probably the nation, too.”
to help the team out is really
Recently, Benke has gotten his bat swinging when
the Huskies have needed it
the most.
was already looking to come here but
On April 4, Benke hit a
game-winning RBI single nobody was talking to me so I was just kind
to give SCSU the 4-3 edge
over Minnesota-Duluth in of waiting for other offers. Then Dolan called
eight innings.
At Concordia-St. Paul me and that was the end of it.”
last Saturday, Benke came
Joey Benke
out with his best offensive
SCSU first baseman
outing of the season, going

“I

National League
East
Florida
Atlanta
Philadelphia
NY Mets
Washington

Central
St. Louis
Chicago Cubs
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Milwaukee
Houston

West
San Diego
LA Dodgers
Colorado
Arizona
San Francisco

NBA Playoff Standings
Western Conference
z-LA Lakers
y-Denver
x-Houston
x-Portland
x-San Antonio
x-New Orleans
x-Dallas
x-Utah

65
54
53
53
53
49
49
48

Eastern Conference
z-Cleveland
y-Boston
y-Orlando
x-Atlanta
x-Miami
x-Chicago
x-Philadelphia
x-Detroit

66
61
58
47
42
41
40
39

x- Clinched playoff birth
y- Clinched division title
z- Clinched Conference Title

17
27
28
28
28
32
32
34

.793
.667
.654
.654
.654
.605
.605
.585

10.5
11.5
11.5
11.5
15.5
15.5
17

15
20
23
34
39
40
41
42

.815
.753
.716
.580
.519
.506
.494
.481

5
8
19
24
25
26
27
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ESPN: Big media, big consequences

Men’s Baseball

On Tuesday night ESPN’s investigative reporting
newsmagazine, “E:60,”
returned with
the first of five
episodes slotted to air this
spring.
Tuesday’s
Joey
episode
led off
LeMay
with a story
about World
Wrestling Entertainment pioneer, Vince McMahon.
The story’s reporter, Jeremy Schapp, boasted in the
narrative that no one had
ever been allowed access to
what the viewers were seeing; cameras were allowed
to record the creative process
that goes into one of McMahon’s live shows.
Superficially, the story
looked innocent: It was a
well done feature that ac-

NSIC Standings
Team:

NSIC
W L

Wayne State (NE)
14 1		
Minnesota State
16 2		
Winona State
12 4		
SW MN State
7 3		
St. Cloud State
8 4		
Upper Iowa
9 7		
Concordia St. Paul
7 8		
Augustana
7 8		
Mary
3 5		
Minnesota Duluth
5 11		
Bemidji State
4 15		
Minnesota Crookston 3 17		
Northern State
1 11		

Overall
W L

26 8
23 11
20 11
17 4
29 9
15 18
26 11
17 15
6 22
13 23
11 26
5 29
5 29

Games Saturday (Doubleheaders)
St. Cloud State at Augustana
Concordia St. Paul at Minnesota Crookston
Wayne State (NE) at Northern State
Winona State at Mary
SW MN State at Upper Iowa
Minnesota Duluth at Bemidji State
Games Sunday (Doubleheaders)
St. Cloud State at Augustana
Concordia St. Paul at Minnesota Crookston
Wayne State (NE) at Northern State
Winona State at Mary
SW MN State at Upper Iowa
Minnesota Duluth at Bemidji State

Softball

NSIC Standings
Team:

NSIC
WL
Wayne State (NE)
11 2			
SW MN State
10 2			
Winona State
13 3			
Augustana
10 3			
Minnesota State
9 3			
Concordia St. Paul
9 3			
Upper Iowa
9 7			
Minnesota Duluth
7 7			
St. Cloud State
5 9			
Bemidji State
3 9			
Mary
1 7			
MN State Moorhead 0 8			
Northern State
0 12			
Minnesota Crookston 0 12			

Overall
WL
28 13
18 16
33 8
19 19
28 8
27 15
18 16
18 16
18 29		
8 16
7 26
4 16
3 24
0 20

Games Thussday (Doubleheaders)
Minnesota State at SW MN State
Minnesota Crookston at Valley City State
Games Saturday (Doubleheaders)
St. Cloud State at Mary
Wayne State (NE) at Minnesota Duluth
Concordia St. Paul at Northern State
Augustana at Bemidji State
SW MN State at Minnesota Crookston
Minnesota State at MN State Moorhead
Upper Iowa at Winona State
Games Saturday (Doubleheaders)
St Cloud State at Northern State
Augustana at Minnesota Duluth
Wayne State (NE) at Bemidji State
Concordia St. Paul at Mary
Minnesota State at Minnesota Crookston
SW MN State at MN State Moorhead

complished its goal of humanizing McMahon to the
general public and tout the
success of pro wrestling’s
biggest event, WrestleMania.
However, it was Schapp’s
narrative about having the
exclusive privilege in to the
creative process that made
me think about what I was
watching.
It was that point in the
story I began to question
whether that exclusiveness was beneficiary or not
to journalism, particularly
sports journalism.
Had a mid-market newspaper like the St. Cloud
Times, or a large market like
the Star Tribune attempted
to do that story, they would
have been turned down before they had time to finish
their story pitch.
The $5 billion ESPN cor-

poration is the closest thing
to a subject-specific monopolization that local media
must live with.
ESPN has evolved its
craft to a level of journalism
that allows it to obtain nearly
any story its reporters please.
For the public, this is both
beneficial and harmful.
Viewers benefit because
they are being informed. The
downfall comes when local
outlets are hurt by ESPN’s
privileged access.
On the outside, it appears
that ESPN is doing viewers a
favor by reporting on stories
they might now otherwise
hear about. After all, ESPN
has the physical resources
and the financial backing of
Disney to execute such stories.
For the viewer, this gives
off the pretense that ESPN
is not only the most well-

informed media outlet, but
also that it is the only outlet
to care enough about doing
the story.
The increased level of
exclusiveness ESPN obtains
from pretentious sources, the
less relevant local media become.
It is not that local media
do not want to be competitive, or that they cannot be
competitive. They do; and
they can.
Game coverage also suffers. The rise of power ESPN
has gained – both on TV and
online – has prompted local
news markets to withdraw
their media credentials from
stadiums and events around
the nation.
In an attempt to find fault
for this, one could equally
blame both ESPN and viewers. Viewers are enablers
– ESPN is a kid in a candy

store.
It is conceivable to think
that most game recaps will
come from the Associated
Press in the years to come;
and TV features will come
from pre-packaged, sensationalized corporations.
Local sports coverage will be reduced to high
school game summaries that
are hardly worth a glance
(that is until citizen journalists get their hands on it and
make it more unreadable).
Understanding that media are a business, you still
have to question how ESPN
can sleep at night.
The same network that
prides itself on sports coverage and the culture of sport
is burying the in-depth local
coverage that comes along
with it.

Drafting an NFL quarterback is a crapshoot
Matthew Stafford has
presumably the hardest job
in the NFL
next season:
to turn around
the
hapless
0-16 Detroit
Lions.
He can’t
do any worse,
Jake
Laxen right?
The Georgia star that
decided to forgo his senior
season to enter the NFL draft.
Now it appears increasingly
evident that Stafford will be
the first overall pick.
Lucky for him, he won’t
have to sit through the eternity that is the first round like
us fans.
But the big question is,
will he be the next John Elway or Peyton Manning
(both top overall picks)? Or
will he be next in line in a
long list of first round signal
caller busts.
As we look back at past
draft blunders, there is much

we can learn from history.
There has been too much
emphasis placed on arm
strength and size rather than
passing skills.
Take Kyle Boller, who
impressed scouts at the Combine with a rocket arm but
has proved to be nothing
better than a back-up in his
tenure with the Baltimore
Ravens.
The Seattle Seahawks
also had a similar blunder. In
1991 they selected 6-foot-8,
240-pound brother of Mark
McGwire, Dan McGwire.
Despite not being a consensus-sure thing, arrogant football minds figured they can
train anyone. But he didn’t
have the focus or ability to
decipher.
On the other spectrum,
there is the quarterback that
lacked a NFL-caliber arm
strength.
Cade McNown, Dave
Klinger and Rick Mirer fall
in this sect.
They all had amazing

college careers and were
tabbed saviors for their suffering NFL franchises. But if
the passer can’t get the ball
where it’s needed in an effective manner, there is no way
he’s going to succeed against
the world’s best football
players.
Other failures derive from
lack of work ethic.
Ryan Leaf was considered
a can’t-miss prospect coming
out of college and had all the
necessary physical tools to
succeed. But he didn’t commit himself to watching film
and focusing on the game.
There is a reason the NFL
is the only sport no one can
jump from high school to
professional ranks (consensus among scouts believe
that Herschel Walker was the
only one in NFL history that
could’ve made the jump).
And now Leaf is remembered as a pathetic underachiever. So is Akili Smith
and Todd Marinovich.
Then there is a different

breed of college stars who
couldn’t cut it. The all athlete-no quarterback.
Also born out of the NFL,
thinking that coaches can
harness any sort of talent.
But Alex Smith, J.P. Losman,
David Carr and Andre Ware
prove this entirely wrong.
Peyton Manning and Tom
Brady are considered today’s
best quarterbacks. Neither
of them are athletic or can
scramble well, but they have
the intangibles and confidence to win.
They fully disprove the
must find a great athlete rule.
Just take a look at their ring
fingers.
Then there is the quarterbacks we just will never
know.
Why? Because they spent
their whole careers with
trainers rather than on the
field.
It’s tough to consider
them a bust but they never
produced to their top billing.
Examples include Byron

Leftwich (who may salvage
something with the Buccunears this year), Tim Couch
and Heath Schuler.
Finally, the last type of
bust is one that baffles everyone. The quarterbacks who
didn’t become consistent
starters despite having all the
tools.
Jeff George could never
stick with one team (though
I’m sure Jason Whitlock
wants the Vikings to sign
him).
Joey
Harrington
couldn’t even cut it in Motown, where Dan Orvolsky
eventually got the starter’s
title. And Rex Grossman got
the Bears to the Super Bowl,
but couldn’t keep Kyle Orton
– the most mediocre quarerback ever – from taking his
job.
What Stafford becomes is
a mystery. Picking a quarterback in the first round is like
trying to roll doubles on a
dice. The combination needs
to be just perfect.
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Benke’s bat drives Huskies’offense
Joe Brown
Sorts Editor

Growing up in a Minnesota hockey mecca in Roseau, Joey Benke tried his
hand on the ice as a child.
Fortunately for the Huskies, Benke could not find
his footing in the hockey
rink.
“Back in kindergarten, I
think I was out there (on the
ice) for about one week,” he
said. “I couldn’t skate so I
told my dad to get me out of
there.”

Rams is where BenThe
redshirt
Joey
ke found his sport.
freshman was able to
Benke
The pinnacle of his
find his niche on the
high school career
basketball court as a
helped him get attenthree-time letter wintion from colleges.
ner.
“We made it to
The only probstate in my junior
lem with basketball
year of baseball,
became numbers.
which helped pub“Basketball
is
licity-wise when it
not big at all (in Rocame to looking for
seau),” he said. “My
Leading SCSU with a
colleges,” he said.
senior year we had .412
batting average
One of the coachfour guys, including
this season.
es that saw him play
me, on our team.”
But in four years on the was SCSU baseball coach
baseball diamond for the Pat Dolan.

“(Dolan) said he saw me
play, it’d be good to use a
guy like me on his team,”
Benke said.
Even before Dolan’s offer, the Huskies were high
on Benke’s personal list of
teams.
“I was already looking to
come here but nobody was
talking to me so I was just
kind of waiting for other offers,” he said. “Then Dolan
called me and that was the
end of it.”
Dolan’s intuition on the
Roseau product has wielded

big results for the Huskies in
a historic season.
Currently, the first baseman is the Huskies’ leader
in batting average and slugging percentage, hitting .412
and .722, respectively, in 37
games. His five home runs is
second on the squad and his
25 RBI ranks fourth.
In six offensive categories; batting average, slugging percentage, on-base
percentage, runs scored, total bases and walks, Benke
ranks in the top 10 in the
Northern Sun.

In no small part due to
Benke’s bat, the Huskies are
fourth in the NSIC with an
8-4 record, and 29-9 overall, tying the team’s all-time
mark for wins in a season.
On Wednesday, the
NCAA Division II Baseball Committee had SCSU
ranked eighth in the Central
Region, behind NSIC rivals
Wayne State, MinnesotaState Mankato, Winona State
and Southwest Minnesota
State.

•See Benke / Page 10

Rugby gears
for 24th AllSaints tourney
Tyler Ohmann
Staff Writer

Jakob Gilk / Visuals Editor

SCSU center fielder Sarah Nohrenberg reaches down low to make a catch during game one Wednesday
against Winona State on Wednesday. SCSU lost both games against the Warriors 6-0 and 5-3.

Losing streak falls to eight
Tim Stang
Asst. Sports Editor
The SCSU Huskies season-high losing streak has reached eight games.
The Huskies fell to the No. 9-ranked
Winona State Warriors in both games of
a doubleheader Wednesday afternoon at
Selke Field.
“The biggest thing we keep telling
the kids is we can’t lose confidence,” said
head coach Paula U’Ren, whose Huskies
fell to 18-29 overall. “We are a good
team. Winona is 13th in the country (last
week) and we pushed them.
“We didn’t play exceptionally sharp
the first game when the errors allowed
them to score, but we shut them down for
the next five innings. Then we took them
all seven in game two.”
Warriors starting pitcher Stacey Struzynski came within one out of a no-hitter
in game one, striking out 10 Huskies on
her way to a one-hitter.
Catcher Emily Edgerton had the Huskies’ lone hit with two outs in the bottom
of the seventh.
“She is a great pitcher,” shortstop
Sarah Stalker said of Struzynski. “She
moves the ball well and she has good
speed.”
As U’Ren alluded to, the Warriors
took advantage of early Husky errors to
jump out to a 4-0 lead after two innings.

Jakob Gilk / Visuals Editor

Kelly Laas makes a jumping catch
during the first game against Winona State Wednesday.
The Huskies committed three first-inning errors and the Warriors added three
hits to bring around three runs. Those
three runs proved to be more than what
Struzynksi needed.
Kaity Strever pitched a complete
game for the Huskies, allowing just two

Softball
earned runs while striking out one batter.
Game two proved to be much more
dramatic as the Huskies fell 5-3.
Errors still haunted the Huskies in
game two but not until the seventh inning.
Once again, the Warriors jumped out
to an early lead when Mollie Bjelland
batted home Terra Halron in the game’s
first inning.
The Huskies answered with an RBI
single by Stalker in the home half of the
first inning.
Both teams added two runs in the second inning.
SCSU nearly had the big inning they
have been missing for a stretch of games
in the second. They scored two runs but
could have scored a lot more, leaving the
bases loaded.
“We have kind of been there ever
since last week, that one play short,”
U’Ren said. “We just needed to come up
with that hit and we will get it. We just
need to keep our confidence.”
From the third inning through the
top of the seventh, neither team scored a
run as Warriors pitchers Chelsey Ewing
and Struzynski and Huskies pitcher Britt
Krieg took over the game.

Team sports base their
existence on camaraderie
and chemistry, but no team
sport does this more than
rugby.
“The guys on the team
are like family,” senior rugby
player Brad Hickey said.
Hickey is a center/forward for the SCSU Fighting
Carp and is anticipating the
upcoming All-Saints rugby
tournament.
The tournament is in
its 24th year and will have
around 40 teams competing,
including 15 high school
teams, according to SCSU
women’s rugby president
Jacquelyn Klein.
She looks forward to going out there and “showing
them what you got.”
The men’s rugby team
are also getting ready in participating in this huge event.
“Our goal is to beat
St. John’s, we didn’t get a
chance to play them last
fall,” said junior center/forward C.W Wolfe.
The All-Saints rugby
tournament will be held from
9 a.m until 5 p.m. on Saturday at Selke Field and also
Talahi Elementary school.
There will be five games being played at a time, a schedule will be provided at the
tournament.
“The U of M is coming
and they are a big rival,”
Klein said.
Rugby is a sport that
combines the ball, field and
hitting aspects of football
and the endurance, kicking
and passing aspects of soccer.
Rugby also includes its

own unique aspects.
Scrums, the huddle circles that teams use to dogfight over the ball to restart
play after a minor violation.
Line outs, where teams line
up in perpendicular lines
when the ball goes out of
bounds.
“It is different,” Hickey
said. “It’s the only sport you
can hit people without any
pads.”
The sport’s obscurity in
America is another driving
force.
“It is not one of the four
main sports in America,”
Wolfe said. “It kind of makes
you feel special that you can
play.”
Another unique aspect of
rugby is that, unlike many
other sports, there are very
few differences between the
women and men’s games.
“Rule wise, there are
very few differences,” Klein
said. “In other sports there
are smaller balls, smaller
fields.” Not in rugby, nearly
everything is the same.
She admitted there is one
major difference in the women’s game.
“The guys are a little
more intense,” Klein said.
And although rugby is
not a major sport in the U.S,
its popularity at SCSU is evident.
There are over 30 players
on the men’s team and about
28 on the women’s team, according to Klein.
Players range from the
more hardcore players who
show up to everything, to the
more social players.
Brad Chard is one of the
more social players.

•See Rugby / Page 10

•See Softball / Page 10

Means sinks hole-in-one
Staff Report

A seven-iron and 177
yards was all SCSU sophomore Mitch Means needed
to send shockwaves across
Territory Golf Course on
Monday.
On the 11th hole, the
Brainerd native chipped in a
hole-in-one, highlighting the
Huskies’ second-place finish
against St. John’s in the St.
John’s/St. Cloud Sate Dual.
The Huskies scored 304 total
points, behind the Johnnies’
302.
Means finished the match
shooting 10-over par on the
par-72 course.
SCSU’s Beau Anderson
took medalist honors, shooting a one-under 71, the only
golfer at the meet under par.

Jake Zilkoski, Alex
Dawald, Tim Dreier and
Justin Nelson each tied for
eighth place.
Means would not be the
only golfer at the meet to
sink a hole-in-one. The Johnnies’ Jamie Krula scored an
ace in the 198-yard hole with
his five-iron.
The men’s golf team will
resume their season on April
20-21 in the RMAC Golf
Championship at the Sundance Golf Club in Phoenix,
Ariz.

SCSU bests
Blazers 7-2
The Huskies’ women’s
tennis team improved to
19-8 on the year, defeating

Central Minnesota rival St.
Benedict 7-2 outside at Collegeville.
SCSU struck their biggest blow in singles, sweeping the individual games.
Kayla Lenz improved to
21-4 in the No. 4 singles slot,
defeating St. Benedict’s Aly
Brandell 6-0, 6-1.
After falling in the first
set, the Huskies’ Dawn Olsen fought back, winning the
last two sets against Elissa
Husby in No. 2 singles. Olsen won the second set 6-3
and won the third-set tiebreaker 11-9.
Jacque Doll, Kelly Freese,
Kristie Eull and Samantha
Boushek also notched singles wins for SCSU.
In doubles, the No. 1
team of Doll and Freese won

the Huskies’ lone win in
teams with an 8-2 win over
the Blazers’ Tiegs and Sarah
Rossman.
This weekend, the Huskies will host three teams at
Gold’s Gym in Sartell.
Saturday, SCSU will take
on Winona State and Minnesota-Crookston. Sunday,
the Huskies will take on St.
Thomas.

Huskies change
doubleheader
SCSU baseball has
changed the time and location for their May 2 doubleheader against Minnesota
State-Mankato. The series
will now take place at 2 p.m.
in Cold Spring.

Jakob Gilk / Visuals Editor

Stephen Bridgewater holds Jake Isaacson’s legs
during and endurance drill that included doing the
wheel borrows, giving piggy-back rides, running
sprints, doing sit-ups and star jumps.

